
Seed Exchange Terms

Please remember that the seed exchange is basically a free service provided by the members for 
the members (you only pay a small charge to cover the packets, envelopes and postage) and all 
work is carried out by volunteers. To help it run as smoothly as possible, please READ these 
terms and follow them. More detailed information about collecting, identifying, naming and 
packing seeds and the full terms of the scheme are available from the seed manager.

 The scheme is open to CGS members only.
 All types of seed may be donated – annuals, biennials/perennials, herbs, grasses, wild 
flowers and vegetables. Seed should be home-collected and not from a commercial source 
though unwanted commercial seed, still within date, can be sent for use at summer shows and 
events).
 Seed which is impossible to identify, clearly not viable, damp or otherwise spoiled, has 
escaped and become mixed, or which arrives after the closing date, will not be included and will 
not count towards an extra allocation.  This may be extended to uncleaned seed if time presses.
 There is a basic allocation, which varies according to how much seed we have, and an 
extra allocation for joint members and donors, on a sliding scale.  Details are on the order form 
each year.  Remember to include your name and address with your seeds to claim your extra 
allocation.
 Please pack your seeds so they cannot escape, bearing in mind that they will not be 
treated gently in transit.  Small envelopes need all four corners taped, and folded packets are 
usually more successful.  Returned plastic packets can be used for dry seed.
 Make sure you stamp your package correctly.  If sending a small number of packets 
under an ordinary stamp, stick them down to a piece of card to stop them collecting at one end of
the outer envelope.  If you don't the package will be too thick (at one end!) and we will be fined 
£1.50 by the Post Office.
 Send your seed by 30th October and order your list by 15th November.
 Return any of our plastic packets which are in usable condition. They can be used for 
seed or sent separately.  There is an extra allocation for every 10 good packets returned.
 Read the instructions on the order form and follow them when filling it in. Make sure to 
include plenty of substitutes, as seed does run out, and substitutes can be 'out of stock' too!

Finally, when collecting your seed, please think about the following.  We always have much 
more than we need for the exchange of common, easily collected varieties, since these are rarely 
ordered as everybody has them...so look around your garden and see what you can find that is a 
little bit different.  Even if you don't have much, someone else might send a bit too, and even if 
not, one or two people will be happy!  But do collect as much as you can of rarer things, since 
obviously there is less chance of multiple donations.

AND don't hold back on the common ones – the leftovers of those are a huge attraction at the 
shows and events we attend in the summer, and bring in quite a bit of money in donations! 
Thank you.


